**Original Lyrics**

Poem: O my spirit, transcend all boundaries
Lyrics: Kuvempu
Singer: Shri Mysuru Ananthaswamy
O my spirit, Transcend all boundaries
Transcend all forms, Transcend all identities,
Even as sentiment pierces the heart,
O my spirit, Transcend all boundaries
Blow away the chaff of a hundred castes, Transcend the limits of all philosophies,
Rise beyond the horizons,
O my spirit, Transcend all boundaries
Do not stop anywhere, Do not be bound by narrow walls,
Never be content in reaching the finite,
O be eternal,
O my spirit, Transcend all boundaries
The eternal always remains eternal, A yogi becomes eternal,
You are eternal, be always eternal:
O my spirit, Transcend all boundaries

**Translation in English**

Poem: O my spirit, transcend all boundaries
Lyrics: Kuvempu
Singer: Shri Mysuru Ananthaswamy
O my spirit, Transcend all boundaries
Transcend all forms, Transcend all identities,
Even as sentiment pierces the heart,
O my spirit, Transcend all boundaries
Blow away the chaff of a hundred castes, Transcend the limits of all philosophies,
Rise beyond the horizons,
O my spirit, Transcend all boundaries
Do not stop anywhere, Do not be bound by narrow walls,
Never be content in reaching the finite,
O be eternal,
O my spirit, Transcend all boundaries
The eternal always remains eternal, A yogi becomes eternal,
You are eternal, be always eternal:
O my spirit, Transcend all boundaries